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REACH Declaration
Dear Customer,
Polyamp is well aware of the REACH directive 2006/1907/EC.
We have analysed the substances used in production and have collected all Material Safety
Declarations. Regarding substances in our product we regularly check the Candidate list
published by ECHA, see below.
The products we provide to our customers are electronic parts cased in aluminium and its
function do not generate any type of substances, we can therefore only analyse the product
material content. As our products are an electronic product and depending on the application,
they also fall under the RoHS directive 2011/65/EC published 8 June 2011.
Polyamp delivers products that meet the RoHS Directive actual requirements and we include
that statement into our CE certificate, even though CE certificate will only be mandatory until
the revised RoHS will be applied from January 2013.
All the current substances in Candidate list published by ECHA since 18 June 2012
http://echa.europa.eu/chem_data/authorisation_process/candidate_list_table_en.asp has been
judged. Those substances are not specifically used as a design parameter or enables us
produce our products. They might however be embedded into an electronic component or in a
plastic part. As we have continuously made such assessments therefore we are not currently
affected by the restriction list of Annex XVII.
We have made a material judgment and risk assessments on our products content and cannot
find any of these substances that can represent > 0.1% of the weight of the product. Even if
we take the harder definition that some of the EC member applies: >0.1% of the individual
component within the product. The simple answer is: NO reportable content.

Best regards

Eric Östlund
Managing Director
Polyamp AB
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